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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was done to provide the Commission with  background information on 
management  performance of various  tenures in B.C. with emphasis on Tree Farm 
Licences (TFL's). 

The  intent is to give  the  Commission an insight into the  management  performance 
to-date of the tenure systems used. It will also provide infontmion that may  be  useful 
in the Commission's view of the fum of forest  management in the province. 

Very little of the information has been verified. Can must be taken on how this 
information is used, before it is vnificd 

This information should be kept umlidcntial until such time as it has been vexified. A 
commirmcnt has bcen made to kccp the infamation on individual Managed Forest 
Units confidenrial. Managed Forest Unit information can only be dimibutcd in a 
"rolled-up" fashion. 
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METHODOLOGY 

A questionnaire  was  sent to all TFL licensees in the Province asking f a  information 
pertinent to the  study. A similar questionnaire was  sent out to selccted holders Of 

Managed  Forest  Units ("s) and to the Minisay of Forests (MoF) about selected 
Timber Supply Arcas (TSA's). Thc informarion was then compiled in a database 

necessary. The analysis  and  pertinent  comments  follow in the npoh 
programme for analysis  by individual TFL, TSA 01 MFU OT "rolled-~p" dcemtd 

Telephone and personat inmviews wen held with  various licicensec and MOF pcrsonnel 

these intcmiews, somc of which arc included in the npon 
to verify somc of the response infomaliion. Many viewpoints Were expressed during 
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BACKGROUND  INFORMATION 
ABOUT  THE  STUDY 

TSA's and M N ' s  arc not typically rcganied as forest tenurcs, but were used as such 
in this study. MFU's arc a land tax assessment definition used by  the  B.C. 
Assessment Authority. TSA's arc adminisuative units used by  the MOF to do yield 
analysis  calculations and allowable cut allocations,  they are not used as operational 
boundaries. 

n e  intent of sending  out  the  questionnaire to these thrte categories of "tenure" was to 
 OW the  Commission  the ability to look at and  compare  the following on an 
basis: 

Privately managed private land - MN's; 
"Privately" managed public l a n d  - Tn's; 
Publicly  managed  public  land - TSA's. 

Most of the requests for information w m  dealt with  by  the  various agencies  amicably. 
A numbcr of the small MFU holders would  not  participate in the  study.  Resultantly, 
thc MFU information is biased  towards  the lager land based MFU's. 

Unfortunately, TFL 42 - Tanizul, has not yet responded As much as possible, 
information for this TFL has been gathend h m  MOF records. Fletcher  Challenge 
Canada's submissions have just rcccntly been received. The repon could  not be 
completed until this information  was received. The quality of the nsponses varied 
significantly hnn licensee to licensee. 

The information on TSA's supplied by  the  MOF  could  only be taken back to 1982, the 
datc that  the TSA's w m  established. Information prior to this date is available but 
would be very diflicult to compile to current TSA boundaries.  Current TSA 
boandaries do not  consistency follow the previous a c h m s m a  've boundaries of their 
PndeaJsor~ - Public Sustained Yield  Units (PSw's). No attempt has been made by 

MOF to separate history records of the PSw's to the  new boundaries of the 
TSA's. Because  the TSA's tend to be used only as administrative units and not as 
opcrationd units, some of the  information requested was  not available on a TSA basis. 

. .  
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It is apparent  that there is a  significant  amount of inconsistency with  the data that has 
been submitted by  the induslry  and the MOF, pamcuLarly witb certain questions in the 
questionnain. Throughout the report were these  inconsisttncies  impact on the mnds 
the data shows, it has been noted 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FINDINGS 

QUESTION 1 

The format of the report sunrmarizts the n s p o n s e s  by each question psented  in the 
questionnaire and gives general comments that arc appropriate for the commission’s 
information and understanding of the rcsgonscs. The questions askcd each Tn holder 
are repeated prior to the findings of each question.  The  question asked in the MN 
and TSA questionnaires arc similar to each of these. ‘TFL questions”. 

a) What  was the date that the original  licence war granted and to whom was if 
granted? 

b) Have  there been any changes  in ownership of the  licence  since  the  original  licence 
was granted? If there has been, when  and  to whom were  these  changes made? 

Each individual response has been catalogued and is available for review at the 
Commission’s office. 

Individual responses haw been s ‘x l ingraphicalandtabularformatwaci t i s  
appropriate. copies of these summaries m available for review at thc commission’s 
office. 

Included in the information available at the Commission’s office is a  copy of each 
TFL’s original licence  document and current licence documtnt 

c) What is the wiry date of the currem licence and any  granted  extensions? 

Findings to Question 1 

Table 1 - Current TFL Structure @age IV-2) indicates the  year  the TFL was 
granted, what m. it was granted under and whom  the cumnt licence  holder  is. 

Twelve  current TFL holders  originally  had their licence granted to them in perpetuity. 
Through legdation, in 1980 their  licence  agreements werc rcplactd with  a 25 year 
term, rcmwable on ten year intervals. This legislation is a result of rhe 1976 Pearce 
Royal  Commission into foremy in B.C. It is not exactly what Pcarce. recommended, 
but reflects the intent of his ncommendation. Pearcc suggested that  the  govcmmcnt 
needed a way to withdraw  a  liccnce if it necdcd to. To date, there  has  not been a 
rmewal granted pending  the results  of the  Commission. 

Ninc current TFL holders ori@y had  their  licence granted to them on a 21 year 
tam. Through the same legislation,  they arc also now  on the 25 year term, renewable 
on ten year intervals. (pcarcc’s commcnts to the 21 year tcrm was that it appeared to 

no special relevance and indeed was  not  evenly  divisible by the required five 
Year management and working  plans  each TFL is mandated  to do in the  licence 
Qcument) 

Since 1980 then have been 11 TFL licences granted; six new licences,  the  remaining 
five BTC amalgamations of previously  existing ~n’s. 
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TABLE 1 - CURRENT TFL STRUCTURE 

YEAR  GRANTED  AND  TERM 
TFL  Perpetual 21 Year 25 Year  CURRENT OWNER 

Skeena  Cellulose I n c .  
Amalgamated  into  TFL 47 (01-01-85) 2 

1 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  

13 
12 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

39 
38 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

47 
46 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

1948 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1951 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1952 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1955 
1955 
1955 
1955 

53 
GVWD 

1958 

1958 
1958 

1958 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1961 

1986 

1983 

1980 
1980 

1980 

1980 

1980 
1980 
1980 

1982 
1982 

1980 
1989 

1989 
1989 

1980 

1980 

1980 

1981 

1987 
1982 

1980 
1983 
1985 
1984 
1983 
1983 
1985 
1988 
1985 

1986 

1989 
Ma* 

S W n  Forest Products Lid. 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 45 
Weldwood of Canada  Lid. 
Western  Forest  Products Lid. 
Amalgamated  with  TFL 39 

Amalgamated  into  TFL 49  (01-07-85) 
Pope and  Talbot Ud. 

Weldwood 01 Canada  Lid. 

Amalgamated  into  TFL 47 (0141-85) 
Galloway  Lumber Company Ud. 
Crestbrook  Forest  Industries  Lid. 
Weyerhaeuser  Canada Lid. 
Amalgamated into  TFL 49 (01-07-85) 
Amalgamated  into m 45 (01-0783) 
Sbcan Forest  Products Lid. 
Canadian  Pacific  Forest  Products Ltd. 
Amalgamated into  TFL 44 (Ol"84) 
~malgamated into m 44 (01"~) 
~malgamated into m 46 (01-0763) 
Westar  Timber Ud. 
Westem  Forest  Products Ltd. 
Western  Forest  Products Ud. 
District of Mission 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 46 (01-0783) 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 30 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 30 

~malgamated into m 30 NorIhwood  Pulp and Timber Lid. 

Amalgamated  with  TFL 8 (2-03-69) 

Amalgamated  Into  TFL 49 (01-07-85) 
Federated  Cooperatives  Ltd. 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 30 
Weyerhaeuser  Canada  Ltd. 
Amalgamated  into  TFL 45 (01-01-83) 
Canadian  Forest Products Lid. 
Weldwood of Canada  Lid. 

Cancelled 
MacMillan  Bloedel  Ltd. 

Eurocan Pulp and Paper 
Tanizul  Timber Ud. 
Scott Paper Lid. 
MacMillan  Bloedel Lid. 
British  Columbia  Forest  Products 
British  Columbia  Forest  Products 
C t w n  Forest  Industries  Ltd. 
Canadian  Forest Products Ltd. 
Crown  Forest  Industries  Lid. 
Disallowed 
Westar  Timber  Ltd. 
Does  not  exist 
Dunkley  Timber  Ltd. 
Greater  Vancouver  Water  District 
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It  is apparent from Table 1 @age IV-2) and the  individual  responses  received that 
there have been numerous changes  in ownership of TFL licences,  much more than  is 
evident in the responses h m  the MN holders.  New legislation introduced in to the 
Forest Act in 1987 (Section 50(4)) should  have an effect on these transfers of 
ownership. This legislation allows the MOF to reduce  the annual allowable cut  (AAC) 
of any TFL takeover or merger by 5%. 

It is  not  clear kom OUT data that  these  changes  in ownership have had any  si@kant 
impact on  the  management of the licence. This question  would require further study if 
it is of interest  to  the  Commission. 

Table 2 - TFL Ownership, Land Base and AAC (page IV-4) gives the  curzent status 
of TFL ownership, the total productive land  base that ownership has and the total 
AAC of the ownaship. 

QUESTION 2 

a) What was the land area (in hectares) of the  licence  when it was originally granted 
by  Schedule A and Schedule B landr? 

b) What is the  current land area of  the  licence by Schedule A and Schedule B lands? 

e) What was the original land area (in hectares) by the following classifications?: 

PRODUCTIVE TOTAL 
Mature  Accessible 

Inaccessible 
Immature Accessible 

Inaccessible 
NSR 
NCC 

NON-PRODUCTNE TOTAL 

TOTAL LAND AREA 

* 999 year  lease 
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TABLE 2 

CURRENT TFL OWNERSHIP, LAND BASE AND AAC 

PRODUCTlVE.LAND  BASE AAC % OF  TOTAL 
LICENSEE  (ha)  (m3)  AAC 

'MacMillan  Bloedel  91  4,000  6,506,300  36 
Fletcher  Challenge  550,506  2.804,340  15 
Western  Forest  Products  390,806  1,994,550  11 
Canadian  Forest  Products  603,122  1,434,843 8 

Westar Timber  575,650  1,157,303 6 
Canadian  Pacific  Forest 
Products 113.147 932.1 32 5 

'Skeena  Cellulose 234.649 720,000 4 
'Weldwood of Canada 157,885 579.966 3 
Eurocan  Pulp  and  Paper 271,137 430,000 2 
Northwood 158,931 417,344 2 
Pope  and  Talbot 72,057 275,000 2 

'Slocan Forest  Prod. 120,334 308.000 2 
'Crestbrook 53,635 122,500 1 
Dunkley  Timber 79,620 187,630 1 
Tanizul  Timber 34,619 132,300 1 

Weyerhaeuser  Canada 81,855 134,203 1 
'District of Mission 6,952 41,200 <1 

*Federated  Co-op 7,769 27,500 <1 
'Galloway  Lumber 22,146 27.71 7 <1 
Scort  Paper 5,793 49,600 <1 

TFL TOTALS  4,454,613  18,282,428 100 

Submission  does  not  appear to  have  reduced AAC by 5% for the  SBFEP 
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d)  What is rhe current  land area, based on  the latest  approved  Management  and  Working 
Plan, by the following classifications?: 

PROD UCTWE TOTAL 
Manue  Accessible 

Inaccessible 
Immature Accessible 

Inaccessible 
NSR Current 

Beyond  currenr regeneration delay periodr 
NCC 

NON-PRODUCTNE TOTAL 

TOTAL LAND ARcd 

e )  Would you please provide the m'teria u e d  in defining what is clarsilsed as 
'p-oduaive". Has this definition  changed over time? If so, when  and  what was it 

changed to or from? 

Findings to Question 2 

Tables 3A and 3B - Original and Current Areas and AAC's  for TFL's and TSA's 
(pages IV-6 to IV-9) show  the TFL or TSA licence number,  the original hectares of 
productive  and  non-productive land, the current  hectares of productive  and non-productive 
land  and the pemnt change. The information contained in the responses to this question is 
not always  consistent with the information the MOF has,  nor did the internal numbers always 
balance.  Unfortunately, some records of the early TFL's that werc amalgamated in the 
1960s and  early 1970s arc not  readily  available. Also, if the reported  hectares of TFL's that 
have amalgamated into a  new TFL arc addcd  and  compared to the  reported hectares for the 

new TFL, discnpancics are noted. 
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0 0 0 , - 0 0 0 0 0  
0 r- 
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Most  significant  in  the  findings of this question  is  the  inconsistency of  how "accessible" or 
"operable" land base is deiined from TFL to TFL or TSA. Yield  calculations for a  particular 
TFL or TSA can be significantly impacted by this definition as they are directly  related to 
the size of the  land  base used in  the  analysis. 

Another signifcant fmding is the differences in the definition of "productive"  land  base.  The 
fmdings  indicate  that  for the most  part then is not an objective  definition and where then 
is, the definitions are very different Again, yield  calculations for a  particular TFL or TSA 
can be signrticantly  impacted by this dehition. 

Some TFL's are unable to define accessible maw and  accessible immature hectares.  Not 
being  able  to  make this distinction may  have a  significant impact on their yield.analysis. 

There  appears  to  have  been  "balance" between the  harvest on Schedule A lands (licensee 
private  land or licensee old temporary timber ten= included  in  the TFL) and  Schedule B 
lands (crowi~ land within the TFL). 

QUES77ON 3 

a) What was the  date of the original inventory? 
Whar srandanir were wed in I?& inventory? 
What  were  the  confidence limits of the  inventory? 

b)  What is the  dare of the latest  inventory? 
What standards  were  used in this inventory? 
What were the confidence limits of the inventory? 

e) What inventory update  activities  have  happened  since  the  latest inventory was done? 

d )  Is the current inventory in a GIs format? 
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Findings  to  Question 3 

Table 4 - Latest  Inventory Date (page IV-12) indicates  the  latest date of the  inventories 
for  each TFL, MFU and TSA that  participated  in  the  study.  It  is  apparent  that, in general, 
the MFU's have the most  current  inventory.  Most Tn 's  are current  with  a  few  exceptions. 
The TSA's are the least current The  MOF is currently  embarking on a  programme to 
update  the TSA inventories. 

The  dates  presented  in Table 4 @age  IV-12) axe the  dates of the latest  inventory or 
re-inventory.  There may  have been partial updates  done  since the date  shown. 

The  question  about GIs (computer  graphics  connected to the  inventory  database)  was  asked 
as it will be a  valuable tool in  keeping the inventory  database cumnt, therefore allowing 
more  accurate  yield  analysis and planning to tale placc. The MOF has  embarked on an 
ambitious  programme  to  get  the  inventory  databases and maps  in GIS format  by 1991. 

In the  responses  received, it was apparent  that  the  statistical reliability of the  inventory work 
done on the TFL's met or exceeded MOF standards.  

QUESTION 4 

a) What have been the  dares of the submitted and approved  Management and Working 
Plans for the  licence? 

b) What was the AAC for each of these plans and  how was it calculated? Was there any 
adjustments to AAC during a working plan period? If so, what was the rationale for 
the adjustment? 

c) What percent of crown AAC contribution was there in each of these  approved AAc's? 

d)  What was  the LRSY in each of these approved M&WPs and how was it calculated? 

e)  What yield curves were used in each of these ULIiY calcularionr? 

fl What is the  expected  date of when LRSY is reached? 
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TABLE 4 - LATEST INVENTORY 

TFL YEAR GIs TSA YEAR GIS 

1 
3 
5 
6 
0 
10 
13 
14 
15 
18 
19 
23 
24 
25 
26 
30 
33 
35 
37 
38 
39 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
51 
53 
GVWD 

1977 
1983 
1986 
1979 
1985 
1979 
1981 
1986 
1975 
1975 
1989 
1990 
1985 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1981 
1978 
1983 
1980 
1990 
1974 

1985 
1978 
1981 
1971 
1971 
1970 
1983 
1973 
1989 
1969 

X 
X 

Part 

X 
Part 

X 
X 
X 
X 

Part 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

Part 

X 

1 
10 
26 
33 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

1 977 X 
1973 X 
1963-75 X 
1969-74 
1969-74 X 
1969-74 X 
1969-74 X 
1964-71 
1-71 
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Findings  to  Question 4 

Appendix I contains  examples of the Tables that have been s ' d from the responses 
to  these questions. A  complete  set of Tables  for  each TFL is available at the Commission's 
office. MFU's are no longer  required to calculate AAC's. 

Numerous findings came  out of this question. Management  and  Working Plans WX'F"WF's) 
for TFL's, written by  the licensee  and  approved by the MOF, are the tools that state how  the 
TFL will be managed  for  a specific five year period. It is also the  vehicle  that the MOF and 
licensee use to  set AAC for that  five  year period 

Often, the "life-span" of a MWP has been significantly  longer than five years. There are 
explanations to these  extensions,  even  though  they are violations  of  the TFL licence 
agreement 

It  was  very interesting to see the  average "life span"  of AAC calculations on parricular 
TFL's in Appendix L In s o m e  TFL's the  average AAC life  span  over  a period of more  than 
30 years has been closc to two ycars while on others, it has been  over  seven  years.  Some 
TFL respondents did not  include  in  their answer to this question  the  requirements of Bill 28, 
the Forest  Amendment A n  In pars this Bill was a legislated 5% reduction in AAC fmm 
Schedule B lands taken in two equal portions in 1988 and 1989. 

There are Management  Plans for MFu's that also have  a  five  year life span. They are 
written by  the holder of the MFU and  approved by  the B.C. Assessment  Authority.  The 
management  requirements for the forest are very  simply stated as having to manage as forest 
land  and  reforest within set time consnaints.  There is no longer  a  requirement to set an 
AAC or manage on an  even-flow sustained  yield  basis. This is a  recent  change (1986) and 
has met  with some debate  about  wether or not it is appropriate. 

TSA's have a  ""SA Plan" that is intended to be equivalent to a TFL MWP. These plans are 
to  have a five yeax life  span. It appears from the findings that many  of the TSA  Plans 
remain in draft form and  the  five  year  schedule is not  being met This situation has raised 
concern about the  opportunity to look  at  the  accountability of the  management  activities on 
a  TSA.  Individual licensees within a  TSA  produce  their own Management  Plan for approval 
by the MOF. Again,  without an overall  approved  plan for the  TSA, it is  difficult to measurc 
the conmbution of these individual  plans  to the  management  goals of the TSA. 

X Denotes the inventory is in a GIS format 
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The  AAC  process  used by  the MOF in TSA's is quite diffnent to the  typical process used 
by TFL's. On TSA's yield analysis is done by one  Branch of the MOF,  using  input from 
a  number of other  Branches  and  then  given to a  different  Branch for allocation to the  various 
licensees in that TSA aftcr the  AAC is determined by the MOF Chief Fonstcr. The 
calculated  AAC for the TSA is then, not necessarily,  the  allocated  AAC. 

The  calculation of AAC's and long-run sustained yields (LRSY's) is a  complex  and  technical 
issue.  It  can  very  easily  become  confusing.  Concerns  have  been raised about  the lack of 
"overseeing"  accountability  for  the  calculation and allocation  of A A C ' s  and LRsY's on 
TSA's by the MOF.  Concern, as mentioned  above, has bcen expressed about how  the 
resultant  management  activities  of  the  various  licensees  and  the MOF on  a  TSA axe mating 
the  management  assumptions  used in that  TSA's  yield  analysis. 

It is clear that the  process,  methodology  and assumptions used for yield  calculations is 
significantly  different  from TFL to TFL, from TFL to TSA and from TSA to TSA. It is also 
clear that the imponanrr of the  next crop's growth and yields to AAC  calculations  have  not 
yet  been  fully rtalizcd in the majority of yield cahlations. This reflects historical  legacy 
and also the  fact  that  very  few  inventories  have the accuracy to do thcse  calculations 
effectively. Most importantly, t h m  is very  little "managed" stand growth and yield data to 
use  in  these  yield  analyses.  These  differences makc the roll-up of A A C ' s  and LRSY's 
questionable. 

The  changes  in  AAC from where it was originally set to whne it is today  by TFL can be 
seen in Table 3A and Table 3B (pages IV-6 to IV-9). The majority of the  changes  have 
been  increases.  Many  factors  have  contributed to these  increases. In 1967, yield 
calculations  province  wide  incorporated  a  new utilization limit thac in some cases doubled 
the  AAC. Land  acquisitions,  have  in  certain cases, increased the  AAC  (changes in land base 
can  also be seen  in Table 3A and Table 3B). Changes in the  definition  of  "prcductive"  and 
"operability" have had an effect on AAC  calculations. 

The  concept of LRSY and its importance to the sustainabfity of yields  appears to be pooriy 
understood by  both  the responses  from  the  MOF and the licensees. We had hoped to be able 
to  provide  the  Commission  with  a  picture of when the "fall down effect" would be reached. 
The  responses we have received have  not made this possible. LRSY is  a very important 
concept in  the  continued  sustainability of the  forest  industry in the  Province. It is very 
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important  that this concept be understood and  that  the tools to develop  accurate LRSY's be 
developed  and  implemented as soon as possible. 

Tables 5A and 5B - Indicated Mean Annual Increments for TFL's and TSA's @ages 
IV-16 and IV-17) reveal  some  very inmesting statistics.  The  latest AAC and LRSY 
reported  for  each Tn and TSA has been divided by the latest reported  productive  land base 
for  each TFL and  TSA. This calculation provides an "indicated" mean annual increment 
(MAI). MAI is an indication of  the productive  capacity of the land base in that unis it  is 
the  volume  the  land  base can grow per hectare per year. 

Comparing  the  fmdings  shows  some  interesting  results.  The Kalum TSA is an obvious 
example. TFL 1 is surrounded by this TSA. TFL 1 has an indicated AAC MAI of 3.07, the 
Kalum TSA  has  an indicated AAC MAI of 15.12. Similar comparisons arenot as dramatic 
but indicate  inconsistencies in how  yield  analyses  and  allocations are done as well as how 
productive  land  base is dehed, 

The provincial  map at the  Commission's  office  indicates  the  location of each  TSA and TFL. 
This map will allow  the members of  the  Commission to make similar comparisons. 

Using this same  process, the following arc the rolled-up, weighted  average  indicated  AAC 
M A Y S :  

TFL - coastal: 6.21 
TFL - Interior 2.67 

TSA - Coastal: 5.44 
TSA - Interim 2.53 

Note that  the interior TSA figure is skewed by the Kalum TSA, if the Kalum is  removed, 
the resultant  weighted  average for the Interior TSA's  is 2.45. 

To indicate the impact of these  differences, if the  average  coastal Tn AAC MAI was 
applied  to  the  coastal  TSA  prcductive land base,  the  possible  increase  from  the  current 
coastal TSA,AAC would be 1,483,000 m3. The s a m e  procedure for the interior "SA'S 
would  indicate  an  increase of 2,536,000 m3. The  impacts are obvious, the question  is  which, 
if either,  is the  "correct"  indicated M A L  
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TABLE SA - INDICATED  MEAN  ANNUAL  INCREMENTS FOR TFL'S 

AAC LFSY 
TFL CURRENT  CURRENT  TOTAL PRODUCTNE % INDICATED  INDICATED 

NUMBER  AAC LRSY AREA (ha) AREA (ha) PRODUCTNE MI MI 

1 
3 
5 
6 
8 
10 
13 
14 
15 
18 
19 
23 
24 
25 
26 
30 
33 
35 
37 
38 
39 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
51 
53 

720.000 
108.000 
1  10.000 

1,300.000 
267,750 
219,000 
27.717 

140,000 
88.408 

200.000 
932,132 
920,000 
115,000 
653.000 
39.598 

427.800 
27.500 
88,000 

1.085.000 
249.882 

3.818.000 
430.000 
132.300 
49,600 

2,748,000 
254.642 

1.076.640 
1.052.950 

348.500 
381.074 
203,600 
187.630 

GVWD 180,000 

625,000 
90,000 
93,900 

1  .M3.700 
121.000' 
219.000 
42,800 

115,800 
61 ,OW 

181,800 
922,000 
585,500 .. .. 
41.800 
420,900 
23.800 
ea.ow 

895.400 
263,000 

3.079.000 
356.1 00 
92.000' 
50.000 

2.630.000 .. .. .. 
326.000 .. 
127.000 
182.800 
165,000 

596,933 
78.775 
34.320 

170,025 
n.006 

231.116 
37,114 

139.443 
48.195 
74.572 

195.102 
761,733 
54.677 

458.1 80 
8.903 

8,458 
39.41 

188.992 
218.031 
794.143 

1,019,728 
49.576 
10,165 

453.097 
287.41 0 
181.461 
227232 
661.365 
144.923 
77.431 
87.415 
57.958 

180,764 

234,649 
52.891 
33243 

143,822 
72.057 
61.820 
221 46 
5 3 , 6 3 5  
44.458 
67.443 

113,147 
522.748 
36.496 

210,488 
8,452 

7.769 
37397 

134561 
62.822 

537.952 
271,137 
34.61  9 
5.793 

376.048 

1523.5 
60.1 13 

203,426 
468561 
134.732 
52.902 
79,620 
32288 

158.931 

39 
67 
97 
85 
94 
27 
60 
38 
92 
90 
58 
89 
67 
46 
78 
88 
92 
95 
71 
29 
68 
n 
70 
57 
a3 
21 
84 
90 
71 
93 
68 
91 
56 

3.07 
204 
3.31 
9.04 
3.72 
3.54 
1.25 
261 
1 .a 
297 
8.24 
1.76 
3.15 
3.1 0 
5.70 
269 
3.54 
235 
8.06 
3.98 
7.10 

3.82 
1.59 

8.56 
7.31 
4.24 
7.07 
5.1 8 
0.74 
268 
3.85 
236 
5.58 

2.67 
1.70 
2.82 
7.19 
1.68' 
3.54 
1.93 
216 
1.37 
270 
8.15 
1.12 .. 
1. 

6.01 
2.64 
3.06 
2.35 
6.65 
4.1  9 
5.72 
1.31 
2.86' 
8.63 
6.99 .. .. .. 
0.70 .. 
2.40 
2.30 
5.1 1 
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TABLE 56 - INDICATED  MEAN  ANNUAL  INCREMENTS FOR TSAS 

TSA  CURRENT  CURRENT TOTAL PRODUCTIVE % INDICATED  INDICATED 
AAC LRSY 

NUMBER  AAC LRSY AREA (ha) AREA (ha) PRODUCTIVE M A 1  M A 1  

1 

10 

26 

33 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

619,000  592,900 

1,730,000  417.700 

3,500,000  2,543,600 

1.769.500  1,4S6.600 

1.661.030  1,195,000 

396.890  407.400 

1.445.580  1.154.Ooo 

1.815.1  62  959,000 

1,710.173  1.310.000 

404,500 

538200 

1,531,000 

520.670 

339,932 

1 15207 

443,625 

2.329272 

1.516.305 

268.300 

114,400 

1,161,300 

288.077 

244.193 

81268 

29297'3 

886503 

642.900 

66 

21 

76 

55 

72 

71 

66 

38 

42 

231  2.21 

15.12  3.65 

3.01 2.1 9 

6.14  5.06 

6.80  4.89 

4.88  5.01 

4.93 3.94 

205 1 .OB 

266 2.04 

Information from MOF records. not from submission 
'* lnformatlcn not available 



QUESTION 5 

a) Whar has been the cut conuol hislory on an annual basis since the licence was granted 
ro rhe last recorded year? 

b) What has been the volume harvested by contractors on an annual basis since the 
licence was granted to the last recorded year? What percentage of this volume has 
been hnndled by j d l  phase conuacrors? 

Findings to Question 5 

Appendix II contains  graphical  examples  of the resulrs of the findings to this question. The 
results arc presented  by  individual licence or tenure and in  a "plled-up" fashion by tenure 
for the  coast  and  interior. It is not clcar that  the  responses arc collsistent  in this question. 
Volume  "charg& to cut control  should be the scaled volurm and the  residue  (waste)  volume 
of that  year on that licence. There have also been "letters of leniency"  given by the MOF 
Chief Fonster to compensate licensees for extended periods when they have not been able 
to operate, i t  labour  disputes.  It is clear that all responses have included  residue  volume or 
leniency lenns. 

TFL's are required, as a  commitment in their licence documens to harvest within plus or 
minus 50% of their  stated AAC on an annual basis and within plus or minus 10% during  a 
five year perid MFU's can harvest any amount of wood; their taxes  payable arc directly 
related to this volum harvested TSA's not  considered  a  cut  control unit by  the  MOF. 
The individual harvest  licences within a TSA have cut control  requirements similar to those 
of  the TFL. The MOF sfate that  having  cut  control of the  individual  licences within a TSA 
will give them cut  control on the TSA. Tables 6A and 6B - Cumulative Percent Harvest 
of AAC for TFL's and TSA's (pages IV-19 and IV-20) indicate the  cumulative  percent of 
AAC harvest  since  the  licence or tenure began. 

Previously, TFL's were  allowed to "slide" their five year analysis puiod as long as it stayed 
within the  ten percent window. Recently, this opportunity has been removed 
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TABLE  6A - CUMULATIVE  PERCENT  HARVEST OF AAC FOR TFL'S 
(includes  Predecessor TFL's) 

LICENCE TOTAL TOTAL VOLUME CUMULATIVE 
NUMBER AAC (m3) CUT (m3) % OF AAC 

1 
3 
5 
6 
8 
10 
13 
14 
15 
18 
19 
23 
24 
25 
26 
30 
33 
35 
37 
38 
39 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
51 
53 

41,521,940 34.319.976 
2,410,502 2,227.973 
3,850.350 3,873,488 

38,185.600 36,786,600 
2.91  1,587 3.210.731 
5.187.953 4308,542 
1.002.572 957,705 
3,112.339 2,905,629 
1,645,815 1,592,614 
5,158,148 5.041.669 

23,339,195 22.944.634 
30,378,178 26.372.856 
10,781.549 11.056.658 
17,263.700 17,223,158 

INFORMATION  NOT PROVIDED 
8,806,895 9,045,677 

679.295 659,129 
2,434.531 2,345,659 

27,052,219 27,665.927 
8,376,629 5,958,555 

96,200.200 91.129,ooo 
1 I .m.a15 9,490.506 

INFORMATION  NOT PROVIDED 
135,000 113,149 

88,044,700 83,736,900 
7573,476 7,092.639 

31,537,709 33,128.752 
15.214.715 15.844.164 
1.045.500 777.889 
8,861,889 9,099.630 
INFORMATION  NOT PROVIDED 
159,010 0 

82.7 
92.4 

100.6 
96.3 

110.3 
92.7 
95.5 
93.4 
96.8 
98.7 
98.3 
86.8 

102.6 
99.6 

103.3 
97.0 
96.3 

102.3 
93.4 
94.7 
80.6 

83.8 
97.3 
93.7 

105.0 
104.1 
74.4 

102.7 

MA' 

* First year of operation 
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TABLE 6 8  - CUMULATIVE PERCENT HARVEST OF AAC 
FOR TSA's 

TSA TOTAL 
NUMBER AAC ( 1 2 )  

TOTAL VOLUME CUMULATIVE 
CUT (m3, % OF AAC 

1 

10 

26 

33 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

7,470,700 

24,200,000 

13.534.500 

4,951,093 

1.182.670 

4,304,740 

5,515.162 

4,210,173 

4,679,721 

9,484,102 

24.555.183 

12.072.237 

5,082.956 

1,233,022 

4.71  1,766 

3,361,832 

3,144,312 

94.1 

127.0 

101.5 

89.2 

102.7 

104.3 

109.5 

61 .O 

74.7 
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TFL's until recently started each  five  year  cut control period with a  "clean  slate". There was 
no carry  over of under or over  cut  volume from a  previous period A  regulation was 
introduced in 1988 to require a  carry over effect  for TFL's. 

Licensees  within TSA's have  always had a  carry-over  effect on their  cut  control. The 
amount of under  cut or over  cut  was  added or subtracted to the  next  periods  volume  total. 

There an penalties laid out in  the  Forest  Act  that  stipulate  the effects of not  meeting cut 
conml requirements.  It  is  obvious h m  our findings that then have been numerous  annual 
cut conml violations.  Determining five year  violations  on TFL's is difficult  with  the  study 
data as it  is  not  clear if or when  a TFL may have  opted to "slide"  their  five  year  analysis 
period. This information could be obtained if the  Commission  would like it. 

The findings  indicate that there  have  not  been any penalties  applied to annual violations of 
the cut control. There have been a  few five year violation  penalties  and  indeed two TFL's 
have  experienced  land  withdrawals  because  of  continued under cutting. 

It  is  interesting  to  note that overall, the accumulated cut control on TFL's in the Rovince 
is 95.7%. The accumulated cut control on the TSA's involved in this study  has  been 97.1%. 

When  analyzing the graphs in Appendix JI, care should be taken to  remember  that the 
figures represent  harvested  volume  to AAC; they do not  imply  whether or not the  "correct" 
AAC  was  in  place. 

Infoxmation  was  also gathered  on  the  volume  harvested by contractors  on  the TFL's. There 
are various  dates  when  the  licensees  were required to hawest certain  portions of their annual 
cut by the use of contracton. There are also commitments  about  the type of contractors  that 
are to  be  employed. These  dates  vary si@icantly by TFL and the lequired percentages 
vary also.  Generally, it does not appcar  that then have  been scrious, extended  violations of 
these  commitments. The intent  and  the  effectiveness  of mceting the  intent of the  "contractor 
clause"  regulations  have been questioned.  It is generally felt that  the  intent  of allowing 
outside "small" business  access to banest opportunities within a TFL has not  been 
effectively met. 
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QUESTION 6 

a)  What been  the  level of activity, on an annual bais  since  the  licence was granted. 
in  the  following areas: 

1 )  Silviculture - hectares  treated; 
Site  preparation 
Reforesrarion; 

Planting (include number of trees planted) 
* Natural 
8 Avg. survival  percentage of planted  areas 
Brush control - Spacing 
Pruning - Thinning - FemXzation 
Silviculture Surveys 
Other (pleme specify) 

2) Protection 
Number offires 
Area  burnt 
Kilometres of protection acccss road built . Number  of  weather  stations m'ntained 

3)  Road  development - Kilometres of roads built; - SLufacedballasted 
* Not surfaced 
8 Winter travel only 

Other (please specify) 

4 )  Research 
* What forest management  research  activities  have you undertaken on the TFL and 

if there  are  measurable w'ts eg.  growth and yield PSPs whot were they. 
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The  Commission  is  very  interested  in the costs incurred  in  the  above  activities  and what was 
the  source offunding of these  costs. Ifyou have any information  on  the acrual costs of  the 
activities  undertaken and how much of that har been  reimbursed  through  the  ledger  system, 
Section 88, FRDA or any other  funding  source,  it would  be greatb appreciated. I f  you 

include  administration costs, please  docwneni  how  these  were  derived. 

Findings to Question 6 

Examples of the  graphs  that  have been developed  from  the  responses  to this question  for 
planting are contained in Appendix EL. A complete set of graphics  showing  levels of 
activities  in  planting,  basic  silviculture (site preparation, planting and brush conuol activities) 
and intensive silviculm (spacing, f-g, thinning,  etc.) are available for review  at the 
Commission's  offices. 

This was a  difficult  question for the nspondents to answer. Many did not  have al l  the 
information for silviculture, most had difficulty in  the  protection, road development  and 
research  portion of the  question. 

The MOF were  able  to provide. costs for silviculture on the TSA's back to 1980. 
Information  on  silvicultural  activities and costs  beyond that date are not readily  available. 
The MOF were unable to provide us with  information  on road development  activities or 
costs;  protection  activity and cost  information  was pmvidd. 

Research  activities  tend  to  be  difficult to identify as being assoc ia ted  with any particular 
TSA, MFU or TFL. Information  has been gathered on research, but it will require a 
significant  amount  of time to establish  where it is applicable and what costs should be 
associated  with any particular  tenure. 

The  cost  information  from  the T n ' s  is questionable.  The "real" costs of these  management 
activities  have,  in  most  cases,  not been recorded. The  costs that have received  reflect what 
was recorded in the old  stumpage  "ledger"  system or through  Section 88 records.  Typically, 
these are not  the  true  costs,  they are costs  that  the MOF would  accept  under  these 
reimbursement  systems. 
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The "ledger  system"  and  Section 88 werc reimbursement  processes  the  MOF put in place to 
compensate.  licensees for forest management  costs. In each,  the MOF would  define  what 
was an acceptable cost. The basic  difference  between  the ldger and Section 88 was that 
MOF  approval was necdcd prior to an activity  taking  place under Section 88. Undcr the 
ledger,  the  licensees  were not required to seek MOF approvaI before costs were accrued on 
the  ledger.  Section 88 was an outcome of the 1976 Pearce Royal  Commission were Pearce 
was  concerned  about  the lack of accountability of the  public's money  under  the old lcdger 
process.  The  licensees  contend  that  these  "acceptable"  costs w e n  much less  than their actual 
costs. 

There  has  been  much  more silviculnnal activity on the  coastal TFL's than on the interior 
TFL's. In both  cases,  the  level  of activity has been generally  increasing  and has been 
directly' pportional to the  government's regulations and reimbursement  practises. The 
impact of. the  Forest  Rcsources  Dcvelopment  Agreement (FRDA) has had a  sigmficant 
impact on the level  of  silvicultural  activities on the TSA's, especially in the interior. These 
findings can be Seen in the graphs  available at the Commission's office. 

Recently,  (legislation inuoduccd effective October 1,1987). the  licensees have been requirexi 
to reforest  denuded areas in TFL's and TSA's to a statc called "free growing" (a point  of 
stand  development  were  "sufficient" m e s  arc established  and free of serious competition 
from other vegetation)  at their own expense.  Forest  management  activities  beyond this basic 
level on TSA's is then the responsibility of the MOF. The  findings  indicate that on TFL's, 
forest managemnt activities  beyond this basic  level arc currently  limited because. of 
govenuncnt  policy  and  practises. 

The  graphs  indicate  that  various licenses have  reacted to this legdation differently.  There 
does  appear  to be a mnd downwards in the TSA's and some TFL's in  basic  silviculture. 

TFL licensees  feel  they do not have  incentive to practise any forest management  beyond free 
growing. In fact most licenstcs have suggested the currcnt  legislation and regulations an 
a  disincentive to practise forest management to a level more than the minimum required by 
the  MOF to maintain harvesting rights. There is also a concern expressed  by them about 
making  the  investment into intensive or "inmmental" (the  current term the MOF  uses to 

describe  forest  management beyond free-to-grow)  forest  management when  there is no 
security  that  the  licensee will benefit  from this investment.  The  recent  withdrawal of 5% 
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of each TFL's AAC for the small business programme is often brought up in these 
discussions. 

Most  apparent in the findings  that  neither  the MOF nor the  licensees  appear  to  have  a 
strategic  plan  for  what  forest  management  practises arc n&d today for the sustainability 
of the  industry  in  the future. There arc not  long-term  strategic  fibre-flow  goals  expressed 
in terms  of  the  quantity of wood,  the  quality  that  the  wood  should  have  and  the  harvest 
schedule  that  the wood will become  available on. Without  these goals clearly defined, there 
can  not be a  clear  tactical  plan  for  today's  management  that  focuses  at  what  should be done, 
where it should  be  done  and  to  what  level of intensity it should  be  done. 

Related  questions  that have been presented to the  study arc as follows: 

Without clear goals on where  we arc going, how  can we know if what  we are 
doing  today is comct? 

Are the millions of dollars being spent in  the  name  of  good f a s t  management 
being  spent  effectively? 

- Can we really show  the  impact of what  the  withdrawal of a  portion  of  a 
working  forest's land base  really  has on cumnt and future yield  opportunities? 

Can  we tell the  public  what  such  a  withdrawal will cost in terms of added 
forest  management  activities to attain  that same fibre-flow  goal from the 
reduced  land  base, if it is possible at all? 

It was  anticipated that the  study  would  provide  the  Commission with historical  levels of 
reforestation, both  naturally  and  arrificially  regenerated.  Few  respondents,  including  the 
MOF, keep a record of naturally ngeneratcd lands. Successful  regeneration  does  not  and 
should  not  equate  to  planting  alone.  Planting is an abused  statistic. The number of trees 
planted is often used to reflect  the level of  reforestation. This is incomct as it ignores 
important  management  tool of natural regeneration. In fact, if it will occw naturally  with 
the  species,  density and distribution desired, this should  be  the  method of regeneration.  The 
question  has been asked, have we gone to the  expense of planting  sites  that  nature  also will 
regenerate  and so end up  with  too many trees on that site? 
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The study had also hoped to show  the  Commission levels of survival of the planting that has 
happened This is  another  statistic  that is not rccorded well  by in- or the MOF.  The 
important  stadstic is how  many  surviving,  growing t r e e s  are there  on an area that has been 
regenerated. 

With the exception of a  few  larger  licensees on the  coast, no licensee funded research  has 
happened on ' I T L ' s .  Most  research  funding has been  provincially sponsored with some 
federal  sponsorship  lately through FRDA. Generally, it is felt  that  the  level of forest 
management  research  is  inadequate for an indusay of the importance the forest  industry is 
to the Province,  notably in growth and  yield of managed and unmanaged  forests. 

Few licensee  respondents  included the contributions made to the  Forest Engintcring Research 
Institute of Canada (ERIC), a co-sponsored research  institution for wood  products 
FORINTEK  and  conmbutions made to the Pulp  and Paper Research  Institute  of  Canada 
(PPRIC). 

The  study  wanted be able  to  provide  the  Commission  with  the  level  of effort of forest 
management expendims on each tenure type by the immatllre productive land base  in that 
tenure type. Due to the  responses  received, the findings m limited to looking  at  the  average 
annual silviculm costs over the total productive land bast of the  tenure type for the period 
1984-1988. The  (weighted  average) findings for  the mas involved  in  the  study are as 
follows: 

Wm Averaae m 
Interior TFL's $3.62/hedare $0.36 to $13.37mectare 
Coastal TFL's $4.47/hectare $0.50 to $15.63fiectare 

Coastal T S A s  
Interior TSAs $4.55/hectare $3.48 to $14.28Mare 

$7.27/hectare $5.44 to S13.Wectare 

Interior MFUs $7.54/heclare 
Coastal MFUs $9.92/hectare $4.23 to $60.56medare 

The  impact of FRDA funding on the TSA's is reflected in these figures. O A  focused 
on TSA's; only  a  very small pcrccntage of FRDA was  expended on Tn's). If the period 
1980 to 1984 is used, which is outside  the  influence of FRDA, the  findings for the Coastal 
and  Interior TSA's are $7.16 and $1.83 per productive hectare, respectively. The responses 
to the  question  that  produced  these  findings are questionable  at best. Caution is urged in 
using  these  figures  other  than  to  indicate  a trend 'Ihe ratio of immature to mature  land 

could  not be accounted for. Costs  were  often submitted as "average" and may or may  not 
have  included  overhead  and  administration.  The  definition of "productive" land is  obviously 
different  benveen  management units and  tenures.  These  differences  have  not been accounted 
for. 

These  findings  compare  with  a  study  done  at  UBC  titled 'The Implications of Various 
Silviculture  Funding  Anangements for Privately  Managed  Public  Forest  Land  in Canada" by 
Luckert  and  Haley, which found the following  in B.C.: 

Average  Annual  Silviculture  Expenditures 1981-1985 

Dollars  per  Productive Hectare p a  Annum - Taxation Tree Farms ("s): $21.82 
TFL Schedule  B  lands: $ 5.40 

QUESTION 7 

a) What  resource  inventories  other  than  timber have been completed  on  the TFL? Please 
list the inventories (e.g.) recreation, soils, wildlife, range, erc. 
What  standards  were used in  these  inventories? 
What  were the conjidence  limits of the  inventories? 
Who  did  the  inventory  work  and what funding  source was ured? 

r f  these  inventories  were partial coverage of the TFL, please identaifr area (in hectares) 
covered. 

b) What plans are in place for non-timber  inventories  in the  next five years? 

Findings to Question 7 

The  findings in this study ari consistent with the  findings  of Forcst Resource  Inventories 
Study  recently  completed for the  Commission.  Typically  what  has  been  done  has  been as 
a  result of legislation or regulation or has been done on a "local"  basis to provide  input  to 
a  resource  conflict  in  that  local area Outside of the  removal of "environmntally sensitive 
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areas" @.SA'S) from  the  land base  in yield calculations, litfle of this information has been 
formally used in yield  analysis.  Harvesting  plans  have used spcitic information for sptcific 
drainages. As stated in the Forest Resource  Inventories  Study,  done for the Commission, 
more  work  has  to be done to ma te  reliable,  accessible non-timba resome inventories to 
allow forest management  planners  to truly ma te  integrated  resource  management  plans. 

Individual  responses are catalogued at the commission's office. 
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and  what  their  roles are. Dividing this number  of RPF's by  what our best estimate of the 
working  forest  land  base, 52,308,599 total  hectares  and 24,160,046 productive  hectares, 
results in a  number of 25,641 total hectares  and 11,843 productive  hectares per professional 
forester. 

It was  pointed  out in many  of  the  responses  that  the  effective  management  of OUT forest 
lands  is not solely  the  responsibility  of RPF's. Many other  professionals  and  technicians 
play sigdkant roles in the  management of B.C.'s forests. 

QUESTION 8 QUESTIUN 10 

a) What Lv the public access policy on the  TFL? 

Findings to Question 8 

All respondents  answered  with an "open door" policy into non-active arcas during acccptable 
fire hazard ratings. 

QUESTlON 9 

a) Dm@ the  calendar year 1989, how many staf RPFs are directly  involved with forest 
management on the  TFL? How many RPF full-time equivalents  were directly involved 
with forest management on the  TFL? 

Findings to Question 9 

The  intent  of this question was poorly undcrsrwd What was  looked for was how many 
registered  professional  foresters (RPF's) are involved in management on the TFL, TSA or 
"I and how  many fu l l -he  equivalents do these RPF's npnsent? 

The responses do not  allow  the  oppormnity to give  the Commission a s i d c a n t  response 
to this question. As of December 31, 1989, t h m  were 2040 RPF's in  the Association of 
B.C. Professional  Foresters.  Unfortunately, it is not know how many an w&g in B.C. 

a) What com' tmem were made by the  licensor and licemee in  the  original  licence 
document?  What har been the rrnninment and maintenance of these com'iments? 

b) What  commitments have been made in any renewed  licence  documents by the licensee 
or licensor?  What has been  the attainment and m'ntenance of  these com'tments? 

c) What com'tments have been made in  Management and Working Plans since  the 
original dare of the licence? What has been the mraiMlent and maintenance of these 
commitments? 

Findings to Question 10 

Generally this question  was not as  well answed, as was  anticipated. A number of 
responses  did  not  answer it at all. A copy of the original licence agnement and the current 
licence agnement has been made. These  documents  have been reviewed  and  the 
commifments made in  each highlighted on the  documents.  These documents are at  the 
Commission's  office. 

The  commitments madc in the on@ agreements  were varied and  unique  in  each 
document.  The more recent  documents  show  a  level  of  consistency in commitme.nts. There 
has  been a  shift to place more. of the area speciiic  commifments into the MWP documents 
in  recent  years. 
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A lengthy report would be required to go through all the commitments TFL by TFL. In 
s u m m a r y ,  there wen a number of commitments made in the original licences that wcn not 
met. In recent licence  documents, it appears that most  commitments have been met  or have 
been  excused by  the  MOF. 

A review of the  Fletcher  Challenge TFL submissions  reveals the level  and  detail of the 
commiunents made  in the  licence  documents and subsquent MWP’s. A copy  of their TFL 
46 response  is  contained in Appendix IV for your information. 

The commitment most  often  recognized in the  responses was the change  from an original 
perpetual licence to a 25 year term, 10 year renewable  licence. The other most recognutd 
commitment  was that the  licensor  gave  exclusive rights to the licensee  to  harvest  timber in 
Crown area of the TFL The licensees feel this commitment was broken with  the  removal 
of 5% of their  Schedule B AAC for the Small Business  Forest Enterprise Programme. 
(SBFEP). 

Most of  the original TFL Licences  required  the  licensee to build  a  conversion  facility 
appropriate to the size of  the  harvest from the TFL.. The findings indicate  that this did 
happen  where required- The cumnt licence  agreements state that the licensee  must  give  the 
MOF three months  notice of conversion facility closure  but does not make a  conversion 
facility  a  commitment to the  agreement. 

Many  of  the ori@ licences commictcd the licenstc to planting  ccrtain areas within the TFL 
that  were  not satisfactody restocked (NSR) at the time the  licence  was granted The 
findings  indicate  that t h i s  commitment  was  generally  not met. The licence  stated  that  the 
MOF  could  perform this work  and  deduct  the  costs  from  a  deposit made by the  licensee. 
The  findings  indicate that this option  was  not taken by  the MOF and, that the amounts of 
the  deposits wen such  that  they  would  have  been  depleted  quickly if this option  was 
exercised by the MOF. 

Some of the early docunents sta te  that forest management costs wcn to be considered as 
logging  costs  and  allowed for in the appmisal, some did not say this. The cumnt documents 
do not say who will fund forest management Until  the  change in legislation on October 31, 
1987 were it is explicit  that  “basic”  forest  management costs are the  responsibility of the 
licensee, the funding  issue  was  handled in MW’s. Typically, the wording  in  these MWP’s 
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would be such  that the  licensee  would  conduct forest management  activities as long as there. 
was some  reimbursement for their  costs. 

Many  specific  commitments  have been made in  various MWF”s. It is apparent  that 
attainment  and  maintenance of these  commitments  has not been  consistently  met  by  either 
the  licensee  or  the  licensor. 

QUESTION 11 

a) Have hardwood  inventories  ever  been  included in an AAC calculation for the  TFL. 
Has there  been any harvesting and management of hardwood  stands on the  TFL? 

Findings  to  Question 11 

Few T F L ’ s  have  included  hardwoods in their AAC calculations. Recently some TSA’s have 
included  hardwoods  in their yield  analyses.  The Peace TSA was split in 1986 into  the Fon 
St. John and  Dawson  TSA’s.  At that s a m e  time hardwoods were included in the  yield 
analysis,  the  combined AAC of the two successor TSA’s is double that of the original TSA. 

It  is  not  clear  from  the iindings if the  resultant  harvest on these  management units is 
propomonally  consistent to the  conmbution of softwoods and  hardwoods to AAC. 

QUESTION 12 

a) Do you have  any  comments or quaiifring remark to bring to ow anention  within  the 
contexf of this questionnaire? 

Findings  to  Question 12 

Very  few  respondents  took this opportunity.  Most  responses  were  related to the  time 
allowed  to  respond to the  questionnaire. No other  significant  comments  were made. 
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CONCLUSION 

The comments provided during the.  study indicate that there is a  lack of a  feeling of security 
of hawest with the TFL and TSA licensees. This has contributed to a l a c k  of willingness 
to practise  forest  management  beyond the what is necessary to retain  cutting  rights. 

It  is  apparent from the informarion received that t h m  is a signifcant difference  between the 
"amtude"  towards  management  of  the  coastal and interior TFL's. The coastal TFL's tend 
to be much  larger  in size, much  more  productive and mOSt importantly  tend to be the sole, 
or at least  largest,  contributor of wood supply to the licensees conversion  facilities.  The 
converse is generally  the  situation in the interior. Many of the interior Tn's appear to have 
been  managed by the  licensees in much  the same manner as they manage their Forest 
Licences  within  a TSA. 

There is a  lack  of suategic planning for what is q& to meet long term goals and ensun 
the economic  sustainability of the forest indusay in B.C on a forest by f a s t  basis. The 
provincial-level  forest  practises  legislations and regulations arc not  effcctive nor efficient at 
accomplishing  these goals. We a m t  ncognize that evay forest has a unique s t r u c t u m ,  
biological and financial  capability  and set of users. Management design  must  therefore be 
unique to these  forests  to recognize these differences. 

The lack of growth and  yield data for managed  and  unmanaged  second growth stands in the 
province makes  effective  strategic  planning  difficult if not  impossible.  Quoting  the  Roman 
'philosopher Seneca at about  the time Christ was born 'When a man docs not know what 
harbour  he is making  for, no wind  is  the  right wind"' 

When  these suategic goals are in  place,  they  must be coupled  with  appropriate  planning  and 
budgeting  horizons  and  feedback  loops to ensure  goals are being met or have  the  opportunity 
to be met or revised if necessary. 

The  current  variety of methodology  and definitions used in calculating yields by  management 
unit  throughout  the Rovince gives  provincial  summaries  lack of  meaning. 
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I 
I effectively  worldng. 

"systems"  (input/output)  approach to saategic and  tactical  planning.  The  forest indusny in 
B.C. cannot be confident  of  sustainability until this type of planning  approach is in  place and 

The indusny and  the MOF continue to frusaatc each other and themselves with a  piecemeal 
approach  to  forest  management. No business can be successful  without  a  complete 


